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Chapter 1-7 recap, Chap. 8 v.17 #327 - end 

 
18:52:46 AG-Scribe: namaste everyone! 
18:53:00 AG-Scribe: we were thinking to go back to typing up chat notes. do people find them 

useful during the class or the transcript after? 
18:57:50 AG-Scribe: Check out JA weekly interviews on YouTube "Sattology" 

19:00:27 Beverly Akhurst: Andrea!!😁😁 ha...lots of red 
19:01:03 Marissa CRAIG: I like the notes during class :) 
19:01:18 AG-Scribe: thanks Marissa 
19:01:35 Beverly Akhurst: @Richard…you have new flowers 
 
19:03:08 AG-Scribe: Episode 22! Chapter 8 + recap Ch. 1-7 
 
19:04:08 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: recap of last week: 
19:04:08 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: In Episode 20, Jeffrey Armstrong gives us a brief overview of 

the evolution of the Vedanta teachings post-Buddha Dharma, which progressively 
highlighted the individuality of the atma. This is important because starting with Chapter 
7, Krishna emphasizes the atma and bhakti yoga – personal relationship with Bhagavan, 
which is not possible if one believes that the ultimate conclusion is nothingness/ 
emptiness or white light/unified energy alone. Relationship can only be undertaken by 
individual beings/persons. 
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We can serve the devas if we wish – and Krishna will help facilitate that – but they are 
not the Ultimate. We are attached to the body and to the temporary satisfactions from 
the devas and all the little pieces of Bhagavan that attract us within matter, however 
these all come from Bhagavan. We can instead have a direct personal relationship with 
Krishna, but we must be ready & qualified for it, ask for it, and not be intimidated by the 
immensity of Bhagavan. 

 
19:04:09 JA Chants: guru mantras: 

Om ajna timirandhasya 

jnananjana shalakaya 

chakshur unmilitam yena 

tasmai shri guruveh namahah 

 

I bow to the divine guru, who, with the torchlight of knowledge, 

has forced open my eyes that were blinded by the darkness of ignorance. 

 

Om guru brahma guru vishnu 
guru devo maheshvaraha 
guru sakshat para brahma 

tasmai shri guruveh namahah 
 

The guru reveals Brahma, the creator 
The guru reveals Vishnu, the preserver 
The guru reveals Shiva, the destroyer 

The guru reveals the supreme Brahman 
I offer my respects to such a divine guru. 

 
19:04:48 JA Chants: Ganesha scribe mantra: 

Om gananam tva gana patim hava amahe 
kavim kavinam upama shravas tamam 

Jyestha rajam brahmanam brahmanas pata 
A nah shrunvan nutibhih sida sadanam 
Om maha gana adhipataye namahah 

 
From Rig Veda 23.01 

 
19:05:33 AG-Scribe: mantras for the removal of obstacles and for the wisdom to understand the 

transition from the animal kingdom to human and onward beyond to where human 
potential can go... the Mahabharata = the human condition 

19:06:25 AG-Scribe: mythia = mythology = "false" 
19:07:03 AG-Scribe: the Mahabharata is a metaphor with multiple levels and allegory, not a myth 
19:07:37 AG-Scribe: what if Bhagavan, the Ultimate Supreme Being, was an artist who created 

the entire universe? The universe is a work of art by the greatest artist… includes 
science as well 

19:08:02 Beverly Akhurst: mwaha 
19:08:03 AG-Scribe: metaphor = meta force be with you lol 
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19:08:26 AG-Scribe: apply your intelligence to complex issues and realities. like a matryushka doll 
with multiple dolls within each other 

19:09:25 AG-Scribe: the avatar creates scenarios which it can descend into and have different 
interactions with different characters 

19:10:38 AG-Scribe: symbolic/symbol = something that can be cut in two - a contract that each 
person keeps half of 

19:11:46 AG-Scribe: Bhagavan purposefully came down to earth at that particular moment ~7500 
years ago to have multiple interactions with multiple beings in a variety of moods of 
love and animosity. The Vedic literature follows this entire lila = a play put on on our 
behalf for us to meditate upon its meaning and symbolism. To be enriched on multiple 
levels as our sophistication grows 

19:12:55 AG-Scribe: view the universe as a museum in which the intelligence of the Supreme 
Being is being demonstrated 

19:13:46 AG-Scribe: why wouldn't you, unless you don't think there is someone greater than 
yourself?? 

19:14:12 AG-Scribe: ...descent of the avatar so the entropy doesn't destroy the planet 
 
19:14:48 AG-Scribe: JA will read a few verses in each chapter to bring us back to chapter 8 
 
19:14:48 AG-Scribe: Ch. 1 v 21-24 #21-24 
 
19:16:01 AG-Scribe: Ch. 2 v 59-66 #106-113 
19:19:07 AG-Scribe: description of how the senses cause us to attach to prakriti step by step 
 
19:19:08 AG-Scribe: Ch. 3 v 39-43 #158-162 
 
19:23:05 AG-Scribe: Ch. 4 v 5-9 #167-171 
 
19:23:18 AG-Scribe: Ch. 5 v 1-3 #205-207 
 
19:24:55 AG-Scribe: Ch. 6 v 37-44 #270-277 
 
19:28:18 AG-Scribe: Ch. 7 v 28-30 #308-310 
 
19:29:47 AG-Scribe: … Chapter 8 v 17 #327 
19:29:52 AG-Scribe: where we had left off last week 
19:31:47 AG-Scribe: Krishna is reminding us of the creator Brahma who lives for 100 years. One 

day of those years is 8.4 billion human years. This gives us a larger context for our 
existence. The astronomy of ancient India 7582 years ago – they had a vision of this 
magnitude and it agrees with the other numbers of modern astronomy 

 
19:33:08 AG-Scribe: 8.20 #330 
19:33:32 AG-Scribe: more info about this realm of prakriti and the other realm – Brahman. it is 

presented as science in precise Sanskrit. 
19:33:56 AG-Scribe: no other scripture or literature has this kind of information, detail, science, 

etc. that allows us to reclaim our true nature 
19:34:12 AG-Scribe: this is presented to us as science, not faith. 
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19:34:30 AG-Scribe: at some level everything is a matter of faith ultimately, but this is presenting 
itself as science 

 
19:35:58 AG-Scribe: #331-332 - most pivotal verse(s) so far!! 
19:36:16 AG-Scribe: prakriti gives us a temporary experience. we are here to have it but cannot 

afford to get attached to it, though we do anyway! 
19:36:41 AG-Scribe: this is the clearest summary so far from Bhagavan of exactly who we are, 

where we are, where we are from, where we could go, and the name of that process 
19:37:52 AG-Scribe: *331-332!! 
19:38:14 AG-Scribe: this is the underlying principle that we are being initiated into by Bhagavan 
19:39:19 AG-Scribe: the force of attachment, that bound us to our senses, everything beautiful 

and attractive within prakriti is indeed reflecting… underlying it is an ultimate state of 
loving being which finally extracts the full potential from us, invites us to an abode in 
which that is permanently available and explains how that pervades all of prakriti in all 
of its beauties and wonders, all of its intelligence 

19:40:16 AG-Scribe: how is your love and service exchanged? what educates you further in love? 
what do you love that is with you? what have you tasted is the question within matter, 
but tasted and lost in matter, or you will soon lose it 

19:40:23 AG-Scribe: it is that which we don't like [that we will lose it] 
19:41:03 AG-Scribe: but it is that which Bhagavan has now stated – we are right – we lose what 

we love and that is not the ultimate. it is just a moment. learning how to love culminates 
in a greater and greater love 

19:41:11 AG-Scribe: so many Sanskrit words for love 
19:41:21 AG-Scribe: not love between us and objects of matter 
19:41:45 AG-Scribe: Arjuna has asked, how can I kill all the ones I love? 
19:42:04 AG-Scribe: and Krishna has basically said, if you don’t, I will. 
19:42:14 AG-Scribe: but no one can kill or be killed anyway 
19:42:33 AG-Scribe: here dharma rules. in Brahman, bhakti rules 
19:42:44 AG-Scribe: dharma is acting for the well-being of all 
19:43:10 AG-Scribe: the Mahabharata wasn't a war but a conflict over the health and wellbeing of 

the entire realm of Bharat at that time, between the deva and asura nature of the two 
groups and that we humans are faced with 

19:44:13 AG-Scribe: we become intoxicated and blinded by having that much matter when we 
become powerful == Dhritarashtra = blinded by the land, blinded by attachment and 
holding on to matter, regardless of the consequence for everyone else. 
Ultimately unenlightened state of a human juxtaposed with Arjuna receiving Bhagavan's 
definition of the ultimate enlightened state of a jiva atma, the atma visiting prakriti 

 
19:45:04 AG-Scribe: #333 
19:45:44 AG-Scribe: Next Krishna explains how ashtanga yogis can leave the material world. 

how very advanced yogis can time leaving their body to the appropriate time of year 
when the gate is open and you can leave matter! 

 
19:45:47 AG-Scribe: #334 
19:46:57 AG-Scribe: the three optimum times are daytime, new moon to full moon, and from 

winter solstice to summer solstice - you may exit 
19:47:38 AG-Scribe: yogis are an intergalactic cosmonaut/astronaut flying their own airplane == 

the degree of autonomy we have!! 
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19:48:29 AG-Scribe: Benares India – the elderly yogis go there waiting for the just right moment 
to launch. where the atmas launch. they let go of their body. They are so in control of 
their life force - wait - wait - let go! 

19:49:10 AG-Scribe: we are cosmonauts/astronauts – we are alone on a vast adventure, we were 
alone as soon as we entered into prakriti. from then we have been covered in ahamkara 
and the 7 other elements of matter encased us inside a cocoon. We are now the 
butterfly emerging from this cocoon after millions of births of experience 

19:49:24 AG-Scribe: this is the vastest definition of being a human being that any culture has 
produced!! 

 
19:49:27 AG-Scribe: questions? cams on! 
 
19:50:28 Q&A – Reivin: distinction between dharma and bhakti - prakriti vs Brahman? 
19:50:48 AG-Scribe: within matter the gunas are conducting the show – tamas, rajas, sattva 
19:52:05 AG-Scribe: everyone within prakriti has to find about prakriti and learn how to live 

within prakriti in the correct guna. once we're here, just knowing that we're the atma is 
not enough. We have to have good table manners!! have to understand the ritam – 
underlying laws of prakriti, laws of cause and effect 

19:52:16 AG-Scribe: that ri/ritam gives us the ri of dharma dhri and karma kri 
19:52:54 AG-Scribe: dharma and karma are inexorable within matter, chains of cause and effect. 

the more we are out of alignment with ritam the more negative the consequence we 
experience 

19:53:42 AG-Scribe: within matter no one is exempt from following the ritam. knowing we are 
from elsewhere is not sufficient – the secret of karma yoga being more important than 
jnana yoga - because karma yoga adheres to the ritam AND knows the categories of 
knowledge AND it's aiming toward bhakti 

 
19:54:52 Q&A – Hana: Ch. 7 homework - yogamaya and mahamaya? #305 7.27 
19:55:37 AG-Scribe: maya = instrumentality or an energetic that makes a particular reality 

possible. when maya gets to prakriti maya is miti or measuring because everything here 
happens by cause and effect == the nature of mahamaya 

19:56:10 AG-Scribe: everything here within prakriti is mahamaya because it has a sequence and is 
ruled by time and assembled by cause and effect == mahamaya = the place where time 
rules, and cause and effect rules. everything within prakriti must happen in sequence 

19:57:41 AG-Scribe: next step is achintya. Yogamaya is that realm where first of all you can't enter 
unless you’re in the right consciousness. the consciousness in yogamaya - 3/4 of 
existence, where we are is 1/4 is prakriti/mahamaya. yogamaya is 3/4 – everything 
happens simultaneously on multiple levels with no sequence of causality, no time, yet 
there is individuality and form and everything is happening based on an intentionality 
we can't conceive because here it's covered with the elements of prakriti. the achintya 
of Brahman is that yogamaya is that energetic condition or state where time is not 
active but existence is. 

19:58:23 AG-Scribe: we are called jiva atmas. our position is between yogamaya and mahamaya 
and we are called tatasta = marginal, the boundary between prakriti and Brahman. jiva 
atmas. we are particles of Brahman who can visit prakriti. they are both realms and can't 
stop being that. but we can visit both. 

19:58:41 AG-Scribe: yogamaya - everything is achintya - can't think it with the manas faculty that 
is used to measure matter 
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19:58:50 AG-Scribe: it can only be directly experienced as and by the atma 
19:59:21 AG-Scribe: we can go back and forth between the two – our unique sanatana dharma, 

our unique nature 
 
20:00:43 Q&A – Laurel: those beings who have reached a level of perfection and never need to 

reincarnate again -- what do they do? and what about Boddhisattva vow? and can you 
miss the bus out of here if you don't leave at the optimal times? 

20:01:29 AG-Scribe: individual action continues in Brahman if the individual has requested it!!!!! 
20:02:13 AG-Scribe: which Buddha did not discuss at all. he only discussed karma and prakriti. to 

him there was no alternative place other than nirvana (none of this is mine) and 
nirmama (I’m not this) – which are not places, they are negative states. 

20:02:13 AG-Scribe: he taught sattva but not Brahman 
20:02:42 AG-Scribe: Brahman is not just a place of white light. It is a place of continued or 

resumed individual existence. 
20:02:42 AG-Scribe: we chose to leave there and we choose to come back to Brahman as 

individuals 
 (some technical sound problems) 
 If you keep going back to provide seva you will never get out of prakriti 
 The truth is here but not many people are listening to it. 
 
20:03:03 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: ****Reminder: Your 50% off BENEFIT code expires midnight 

tonight: GITAMEMBER-50 use it at www.JeffreyArmstrong.com (see email last week) 
20:03:16 Aaron Moon Cantwell: YAY – shopping spree!! 
20:05:06 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: come to the retreat!!! It’s amazing 
 
20:06:12 AG-Scribe: Continuing with Chapter 8… prelude to the last 4 verses 

Bhagavan has opened the door to Brahman and bhakti with that last statement. anyone 
who doesn't see both as illuminated is for some purpose just talking about one only and 
giving it emphasis 

20:06:33 AG-Scribe: the deeper you go in to the Bhagavad Gita, the more you go into the 
sampradayas, the vedantic lineages over the past several 1000 years, especially the last 
2000 years 

20:06:58 AG-Scribe: explaining the Vedic message to a population was happening within the 
context of the degradation of that civilization 

20:07:31 AG-Scribe: India has been in a state of entropy essentially since the Mahabharata was 
held in its midst. that was the price the culture paid for having Bhagavan give this gift to 
everyone. a little bit like a Boddhisattva... 

20:08:00 AG-Scribe: they took a big hit for having the party at their house. the house got 
damaged! the civilization got damaged but the message got landed. Why? Because this 
is the material world!! 

20:08:24 AG-Scribe: tamas and rajas are present, not just sattva. just because you land the truth 
doesn't mean everyone gets it or wants it 

20:09:03 AG-Scribe: all of the atmas are here to have an experience in which they can turn 
completely away from the light and go into the darkness and becomes despicable 
asuras. 

20:09:26 AG-Scribe: we are normally getting a small-minded view of the universe. here is a finally 
large-minded view of the universe. how did I not know it???? 
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20:10:24 AG-Scribe: with incredulity that we are emerging from the deep sleep of western 
civilization we encounter this perspective and say this can't be!! are we so dumb that 
we haven't heard this yet?? yes absolutely!! we don't even have the language to hear it 
(English can't describe any of this) 

20:10:39 AG-Scribe: we need to learn more Sanskrit to learn about this 
20:11:18 AG-Scribe: this dark ignorance IS the enemy that Krishna has been talking about 
20:11:25 AG-Scribe: it is the nature of prakriti, not just 1 culture or group of people, religion etc. 
20:11:42 AG-Scribe: each one also has their many gifts 
 
20:11:43 Aaron Moon Cantwell: and the evil that plays - thrives on the proliferation of it [dark 

ignorance] 
20:11:56 Andrea: yes asuras!! are real 
 
20:12:29 AG-Scribe: 30 million people died in India thanks to Winston Churchill’s decision on how 

to allocate resources, dwarfing the numbers in Europe killed at the same time 
20:13:35 AG-Scribe: laugh while being aghast at the destruction that happened thanks to the 

huge party that Krishna threw. and what humans can do to each other. we literally eat 
civilizations. it didn't happen very long ago!! 

20:13:47 AG-Scribe: the magnitude of this discrepancy is what will keep you from accepting it 
20:14:06 AG-Scribe: no one else is talking about this or wants to hear about it 
20:14:45 AG-Scribe: but there's that much to be told that I never even knew about, got hinted 

about, was misled about it, disguised it and pretended it didn't exist!! 
20:15:20 AG-Scribe: sounds like politics or complaining but it’s truth-telling on an epic scale. it 

asks us to take on a sense of time that we simply do not have. the gift of this magnitude 
of time 

20:15:28 AG-Scribe: our whole life changes 
20:15:35 AG-Scribe: and becomes uncomfortable! 
20:16:26 AG-Scribe: and you end up "switching teams" and your family thinks you're weird or 

doesn't even ask you about it 
20:16:37 AG-Scribe: they don't want their life ruined by this big story. they're not ready 
 
20:16:33 Aaron Moon Cantwell: Jaya  
20:16:48 Andrea: ya who else here is the black sheep of their family??!! I am for sure!! 
20:16:56 Andrea: would be a good Facebook discussion too!! 
20:18:21 Aaron Moon Cantwell: Narada Muni! 
 
20:17:51 AG-Scribe: how could insignificant us have the chutzpah to want to learn this & grab it? 
20:18:43 AG-Scribe: when you understand the magnitude of love, knowledge, science, knowing, 

language, stories... that is contained in this wisdom 
20:19:03 AG-Scribe: our violent culture that has no silver lining is ruling the world right now 
20:19:20 AG-Scribe: and it is obstructing everything from alternative medicine and healing to 

herbs that will make you feel better… (hint hint) 
20:20:03 AG-Scribe: other ways of seeing and being that mean you can never be enslaved again. 

as a yogi they can’t touch you. they can do whatever they want to your body but not to 
you == moksha. you don't care if you come back or not 

20:20:19 AG-Scribe: everyone who will listen to this is who you will serve and, in this way, you 
serve Bhagavan 
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20:20:45 AG-Scribe: we are in charge of our coming and going to the material world – why 
Krishna describes the timings of the year. free will on that scale changes everything 

20:21:44 AG-Scribe: if the yogi doesn't quite make it (to moksha), when they come back, they are 
on fire with this knowledge 

20:23:18 AG-Scribe: bhakti yoga = I’m in charge of the focus... postures and breathing don't 
matter. focus on YOU and don't let anyone take you away again 

20:23:30 AG-Scribe: the one move no one knows what to do with 
20:24:14 AG-Scribe: Krishna delivers that one kung fu move – just hook onto Krishna! or you can 

do the launch timing.... you are in charge of when you die and ergo of every second of 
your life 

20:24:30 AG-Scribe: karma yoga means you can do anything that doesn't destroy the world in the 
right consciousness and you're connected to Bhagavan 

20:24:51 AG-Scribe: “because you're my best friend I’m going to tell you this” – HINT HINT!!!!! 
20:25:18 AG-Scribe: I'm a yogi, I chose to come here, you’re my best friend, okay I’m outta here. 

But if you’re still here, share this with people who will listen. Be nice to everyone else 
and oppose those who are trying to destroy the planet. 

20:26:12 Andrea: jai guru 
20:26:15 AG-Scribe: he gives you YOU back 
20:26:49 AG-Scribe: a guru is heavy and gives you heavy knowledge 
20:27:09 AG-Scribe: once you have it inside you then you've taken the medicine and the disease 

starts to go into remission 
 
20:27:36 AG-Scribe: #334 
20:28:43 AG-Scribe: it’s also a dare... you can handle it yourself! Bhishma did it lying on a bed of 

arrows for 6 months waiting for the time to be right, talking veda the whole time... 
timed his liftoff 

 
#60, Ch.2 v.13 

dehino ’smin yathā dehe kaumāraṁ yauvanaṁ jarā 

tathā dehāntaraprāptir dhīras tatra na muhyati 

Just as a person grows within their deha ‘perishable body’ from childhood to youth to adulthood and 

then to old age, so at the death of the deha, their dehi ‘immortal consciousness’ migrates to another 

deha. One who understands this is not confused by these changes. 

 
20:29:57 AG-Scribe: just as a person goes from childhood to youth to maturity to old age, 

similarly at the end of the physical body one sheds it like they change clothes and either 
puts on another one or says goodbye 

 
20:30:07 AG-Scribe: #335 
20:30:34 AG-Scribe: #336 
20:31:26 AG-Scribe: we chose to come in and we choose to go out 
 
20:31:29 AG-Scribe: #337 
20:31:41 AG-Scribe: #338 
20:32:41 AG-Scribe: can go directly to Brahman 
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20:33:17 AG-Scribe: bhakti image - hands up over the shoulders - take it all Bhagavan! I will serve 
you no matter what and no matter what you decide to do with me 

20:33:44 AG-Scribe: beyond this beyond... bhakti secret. even Bhagavan cannot make you decide 
otherwise. if you decide to connect with Bhagavan in a loving mood, Bhagavan cannot 
say no!!!!!!!! 

20:33:50 Andrea: JAI 
20:33:54 AG-Scribe: CANNOT say no 
20:34:24 AG-Scribe: the one rule he wants to be bound by and it is the rule of love, the rule of 

bhakti. It’s just not perfected within prakriti, but the taste that we get of it drives us not 
mad, but sane 

20:34:31 AG-Scribe: tasting love drives us mad first then sane later 
20:34:45 AG-Scribe: you decide if you will be in love because of circumstance or no matter what, 

circumstances be damned 
20:35:42 AG-Scribe: it’s just a yoga - the perfection of that yoga is what Bhagavan just described 

to us. we know how to love something or someone. Now we know how to do the yoga – 
now do it. 

 
20:35:44 AG-Scribe: questions? cams on 
 
20:36:16 AG-Scribe: homework: #331 word of the day – Param Gati. #334 – review your options 
 
20:37:14 Q&A – Lisa: we choose when we come and leave -- what about relationships? little kids? 

what happens when parents leave early etc.? 
20:37:55 AG-Scribe: we have invested our lives in these people, our clan, etc. Like Arjuna is 

asking, how can I "kill" my family? 
20:38:13 AG-Scribe: I know they have to die but does it have to be by my hand??? 
20:38:18 AG-Scribe: your first confusion is nobody dies 
20:38:34 AG-Scribe: we are still addicted to matter and how it defines us so we will of course be 

afraid of losing it 
20:38:55 AG-Scribe: we've already lived at least 8 million lives this way before even becoming 

human 
20:39:43 AG-Scribe: these people we love are atmas and we get a taste of their nectar. of course, 

we are madly in love with them, but every atma is capable of that. love all the atmas the 
way you love your children 

20:39:57 AG-Scribe: Madhava seva manava seva - what you wish you could do with Bhagavan, do 
with the jiva atmas 

20:40:14 AG-Scribe: not to exploit or take from. look for ways to serve their highest interest 
20:40:33 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: our relationships offer a "tasting of the love" that is possible 

with Shri Krishna. Refer to the 5 RASAS series - the different flavors of love you can 
express - everyone will have a favorite 

20:40:37 AG-Scribe: be a well-behaved citizen except for people who are harming the innocent - 
but still treat those with love 

20:40:51 AG-Scribe: the rest is karma 
20:41:30 AG-Scribe: we have old cause and effect still arriving but it’s not punishment like the 

Abrahamics believe because they don't understand cause and effect. FROM LIFE TO LIFE 
so it's still just landing from pervious lives. 

20:41:45 AG-Scribe: we will get both sukha and dukha – pleasant and detrimental 
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20:42:01 AG-Scribe: plus, others are opening new karmic accounts with us and we have to decide 
if we want to come back to punish them 

20:42:14 AG-Scribe: the most likely place for your enemies from previous lives to land is in your 
family 

20:42:23 AG-Scribe: hopefully those who want to love you land in your family! 
20:42:44 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: don't hold a grudge - you will have to pay it back NEXT 

lifetime :) 
20:42:52 AG-Scribe: dharma - always try to affect the outcome positively 
20:43:04 AG-Scribe: learn to love practicing with humans but you can't stay attached! 
20:43:15 AG-Scribe: so, we grieve over death especially when the karma of those we love is to 

depart sooner 
20:43:39 AG-Scribe: they grieve longer than they need to 
20:44:00 AG-Scribe: so, we need bhakti as a bigger emotion to heal the grief of losing people and 

things within matter 
20:44:11 AG-Scribe: the love we experience here gives a us a taste of bhakti 
20:44:46 AG-Scribe: we will miss our beloveds when they die but ok... miss them. they've 

hopefully lived a nice long life 
 
20:45:09 Aaron Moon Cantwell: celebrations dharma and karma 
20:45:12 AG-Scribe: next monthly class -- topics?? 
20:45:25 Hana Weinwurm: Yamas and Niyamas 
20:46:13 Reivin Johnson: He did 500 years ago 
 
20:46:15 Q&A – Marissa: Ch. 4 v 7-8 #169-170 – wouldn't this be a good time for Krishna to 

descend!!!!!!??? when is a better time to descend than now? isn't this the time?? 
20:46:21 Reivin Johnson: Chaitanya 
20:46:31 Reivin Johnson: We are in His lila since the Renaissance 
20:46:45 AG-Scribe: THIS IS the latest descent!!! the book!!!! 
20:47:12 AG-Scribe: the same with Prabhupada’s but his English wasn't as clear 
20:47:17 AG-Scribe: the descent is a constant process 
20:47:46 AG-Scribe: if this really lands in your life you will be giving these books away to everyone 
 
20:47:49 Andrea: Marissa has had a lot of them lol! 
20:48:05 Marissa CRAIG: I’ve given out so many already! 
20:48:13 Aaron Moon Cantwell: Hugh Jackman studies the Gita - If it’s good enough for 

Wolverine, Its good enough for _______. 
 
20:48:29 AG-Scribe: but don't push it on anyone 
20:48:56 AG-Scribe: be a good enough lover to understand when they are ready for the next step 

of love. don't coerce them 
20:49:31 AG-Scribe: practice being in the world and not in the world. Have Krishna with you 

enough that when the moment is right you can hand it out. not for money 
20:49:55 AG-Scribe: this is all based on attraction 
20:50:25 AG-Scribe: kali yuga is going to last another 400,000 years... 
 
20:49:43 Andrea: I gave one away today lol 
20:49:50 Reivin Johnson: What if you are poor and can't afford to buy Gitas for everyone? 
20:50:10 Andrea: Reivin talk to Sandi 
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20:51:26 Beverly Akhurst: Monthly class topic…the different names of the sun for sunrise, 
daytime, sunset, etc., and the experience of each as they relate to this experience on 
Mata Bhumi 

 
20:52:19 AG-Scribe: the last landing part of bhakti is up to us because Krishna only does 

everything by attraction 
20:52:57 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: Multi task! 
20:52:58 Aaron Moon Cantwell: beautifully said 
20:53:07 AG-Scribe: you must also fulfill the dharma that you’re already in – don't give up the 

action!!!! 
20:53:25 AG-Scribe: ask your guru before you give up everything else – am I really there? (to give 

up all the rest) 
20:53:40 AG-Scribe: then you still have one more life to go even when you think you are ready 
20:54:23 AG-Scribe: then you go join the sadhus on the street corner as a 5-year-old. 
 
20:56:32 Dr. Arun Garg: his search all his life has been to find what Bhagavad Gita really is. he 

needed something he could understand, he doesn't know Sanskrit. Jeffrey’s translation 
is that!! We need to take it to the masses, schools, libraries, etc. He has read 30 other 
translations of the Bhagavad Gita! He has spent 300 hours in the past 3 months reading 
it. This is a wonderful contribution Jeffrey has made. Carry on!! 

20:56:32 Dr. Arun Garg: this book is one of the best textbooks of medicine and should be read by 
every medical student – Dr Garg’s passion and project 

20:56:40 AG-Scribe: see Krishna as the doctor and Arjuna as the patient 
20:57:51 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: Thank you Dr. Garg – JAI 
20:57:54 Dr. Arun Garg: He commits against all odds to take this Vedic sanatana dharma 

understanding of the east – internal interventions! gives you insight as to who you are, 
self-realization, and we will combine it with external interventions, the reductive 
western medicine 

20:58:11 Andrea: we have it on video Dr. Garg!! 
20:59:24 AG-Scribe: lucky to have Dr. Garg in Vancouver 
 
21:00:10 AG-Scribe: Ganesha represents our journey through the species then to the human lives 

where we are freeing ourself of the bondage to the animal we have been so many 
times, going to the human stage where we can understand and have access to this 
divine vidya - wisdom 

21:00:19 AG-Scribe: vidya/veda = allows us to see 
21:01:08 AG-Scribe: Ganesha assisted Vyasadeva in writing down the Mahabharata by breaking 

off one of his tusks and using it as a pen == we are a work in progress: 1, part animal 
part human trying to get reestablished in our true nature as the atma. 2, we are on a 
journey that everyone else is on 

21:01:47 AG-Scribe: Ganesha is a jolly person married to two inseparable sisters – Buddhi and 
Siddhi = knowledge & discernment, and perfection from practice and tapasya, the 
application of what you've learned 

21:01:58 AG-Scribe: om gam gana pataye namahah 
21:02:34 AG-Scribe: go back to Ganesha first when you're being a human and being forgetful 
21:02:35 AG-Scribe: he wrote down the vedas. all the knowledge is there inside 
21:02:57 AG-Scribe: we are all works in progress and so is everyone else so talk to them nicely, 

like Ganesha the tech support 
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21:03:17 AG-Scribe: be at their service at their adi kaari = appropriateness of sharing this 
knowledge and clarity 

21:03:30 AG-Scribe: infinite patience comes with being the atma 
21:03:42 AG-Scribe: everyone will hear this or find it when they are ready and we can watch them 

and serve them 
21:04:52 AG-Scribe: Madhava seva manava seva 
21:05:04 AG-Scribe: remember who you really are 
21:05:10 Sandi - VASA: Who is Dr. Garg -- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arun_Garg 
21:05:31 AG-Scribe: this Bhagavad Gita brought to you by Jeffrey Armstrong AND Sandi Graham 
 
 
Homework:  Verse #331 word of the day: Param Gati – memorize and understand 

Verse 334: review your options! 
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